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Level F Writing 
General Paragraph 

Tips for Better Writing 
 

Use Strong Linking Words: 
 

Supporting Sentences / Reasons Example Sentences Concluding Sentence 

To begin with, For example, Therefore, 

To start with, For instance. Undoubtedly, 

Furthermore, Such as, Without a doubt, 

Additionally, In particular, On the whole, 

Moreover,  As you can see, 

In addition to this,  As a result, 

What’s more,  Hence, 

Likewise,   

Last but not least,   

 
 

Know the Format  
 
Introduction 
 
Linking word, Reason #1 
Linking word, Example of reason #1 
 
Linking word, Reason #2 
Linking word, Example of reason #2 
 
Linking word, Reason #3 
Linking word, Example of reason #3 
 
Linking word, Conclusion (don’t start with “Finally”!) 

 
 
Some Topics To Practice At Home 
 

 Why it is important to eat healthy. 

 Why it is important to do homework. 

 What you like most about your school. 

 Your favourite hobby. 

 Why you like your best friend. 
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Don’t Use Basic Words – Use More Interesting Words Instead: 
 

To Describe People  To Describe Other Things 

Basic Better  Basic Better 

beautiful gorgeous  noisy deafening 

ugly hideous  dear cherished 

clever intelligent  quiet hushed 

lovely adorable  great/nice incredible 

sweet thoughtful  great/nice amazing 

old ancient  tall towering 

good terrific  clean spotless 

funny hilarious  bright dazzling 

rich wealthy  very extremely 

cute adorable  easy effortless 

kind generous  big massive 

special exceptional  big gigantic 

smart brilliant  crowded bustling 

smart intelligent  small petite 

brave courageous  bad awful 

hard-working diligent  cold freezing 

friendly affectionate  hot scorching 

silly foolish  tasty delicious 

shy timid / bashful  valuable precious 

honest sincere  careful cautious 

 
 

To Describe Feelings 

Positive Feelings  Negative Feelings 

Basic Better  Basic Better 

happy overjoyed  worried anxious 

happy delighted  upset annoyed 

excited thrilled  upset horrified 

excited over the moon  confused bewildered 

helpful encouraging  angry furious 

helpful supportive  angry seething 

very good terrific  hungry starving 

like adore  sad gloomy 

   stressed overwhelmed 

   scared frightened 

 


